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A PROVEN LEADER MOVING OUR NEIGHBORHOODS FORWARD
Susan ran for oﬃce for the first time in 2010 as a neighborhood advocate hoping
to push our city in the right direction. She couldn’t rely on political strategy or
powerful connections. Instead, she appealed directly to her neighbors, small
business owners, and fellow citizens. And together, we won.
Today, Susan is a proven leader with four years of successes for the citizens of
District A:
n CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM: As Chair of the Council’s Criminal Justice
Committee, Susan has made it a top priority to analyze and reform the city’s
Criminal Justice System to ensure we use every tax dollar eﬀectively. While
focusing resources on catching violent criminals, Susan believes that we must
also implement programming that positively redirects minor criminal behavior.
n FIGHTING BLIGHT: To make real progress in our neighborhoods, Susan has
passed ordinances to drastically improve blight eradication eﬀorts by
streamlining code enforcement. Her eﬀorts have been critical in giving
neighborhoods more security and higher property values while also returning
properties to commerce and increasing city tax revenues.
n JOB CREATION & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Susan’s worked hard to pave
the way for the construction of the Mid-City Market and Costco, creating
hundreds of jobs and millions in new revenue for the city. In addition, small
businesses have absolutely flourished in District A. We’ve celebrated dozens
of openings along the Oak, Carrollton, Maple, Harrison, and Magazine
Corridors.

Looking back on the past four years,
I am proud of the work we have
accomplished. However, we all know
there is so much more to do. Now, I
am asking you for the opportunity to
continue making progress for our
neighborhoods, together.

— Susan
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